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02/21/2012 06:28:06 AM     Subject: Wk 7: E-Mail Examples That Don't Work

Mimi Will

Messages: 119
Location: Bay Area

Here we are again with e-mail show-and-tell-all!

This sample is short & sweet, but basically doesn't say anything overtly about the content.  It expects the viewer to click on links (no-no!) to find out what it's about -- to me that's pretty spammy considering that I already have over 10

I received this because years ago I joined the organization and probably opted in to get their newsletter (which does come monthly, well defined).  But about links to click on a 'vague e-mail'?  Sorry, no thanks!

Subject:  Women & Money: Seven Savvy Secrets to Financial Success
From:  "WITI Silicon Valley" <info@corp.witi.com>
Date:  Mon, February 20, 2012 7:18 pm

To:  "Mimi Will" <willmimi@fhda.edu>
Priority:  Normal
Options:  View Full Header |  View Printable Version  | Download this as a file

 

If this email is not formatted correctly, please go here: http://www.witi.com/magazines/chapters/templates/email.php?id=2644 -------------------------- We respect your privacy. The reason you a

Please share/tell about any examples of ineffective emails:

 

02/21/2012 11:42:27 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 7: E-Mail Examples That Don't Work

Johan Ruiz

Messages: 17

4 foods that KILL fat and 7 food chemicals that CAUSE it

Spamx

Belly Fat Free bullish@geneescape.info via yahoo.com 10:09 PM (0 minutes ago) 
to -------------------
Warning: This message may not be from whom it claims to be. Beware of following any links in it or of providing the sender with any personal information.  Learn more
4 foods that KILL fat and 7 food chemicals that CAUSE it

Spam filters do a wonderful job of deleting most of the junk we receive on a daily basis. Emails like the one shown above have become increasingly commonplace in our email spam folders and rarely, atleast for me, draw my attention 
from our friends or organizations we "like." Interestingly, we are more likely to click on those messages because we feel they have been vetted by friends.

 

02/24/2012 09:19:02 AM     Subject: Re:Wk 7: E-Mail Examples That Don't Work

Mimi Will

Messages: 119
Location: Bay Area

Yes, SPAM is a topic all by itself!

-- Does Anybody suppose that the reason we have so many e-mail accounts each is that we choose the criteria (i.e., 'this is only a school account,' 'this account is used just to register for site access but will not be used at all so welcome

 

02/24/2012 04:08:06 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 7: E-Mail Examples That Don't Work

Matthew Flynn

Messages: 21
Location: Sunnyvale , CA

The topic motivated me to critically review  my bulk senders email account.
What struck me is that most of the  marketing emails are all pretty well done.
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For example:

This is the link from an Oracle newsletter. The email looks like whats on this web page.

http://www.oracle.com/us/dm/h2fy11/nsl100047194-index-english-1518454.html?msgid=3-5904687417

They didn't use a crazy long url, so that's kinda nice.

And as an aside, if  anyone  wants  to see a VERY good example of branding,
follow what Oracle does. Every communication element  they produce has the same look
and feel.  This includes: business cards, email, their events,  and presentation slides.

However,  Sweet Tomatoes had a url link that was similar to what has been shown in
previous comments.

For example:

http://newman.reddoor.biz/hostedemail/email.htm?
CID=5766666652&ch=295F28008AD1EBFFC5F2BD74F7D4025A&h
=f0187eea1bd686d89463eaabb94625a3&ei=
6y_QSMQ0N

The ad in the link is well done.

  

02/24/2012 10:25:11 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 7: E-Mail Examples That Don't Work

Katherine Mount

Last edited: 02/25/2012
08:54:46 AM
Messages: 21
Location: Santa Clara, CA

I'm guilty!  I have separate email accounts for different activities in my life. I have one for work, school, activities regarding my son, traveling, personal and miscellaneous "online" surfing purposes.  I hate trying to go through my spam
spam folder.  Using the feature verifies all emails I want are received and anything else can be ignored.

Mimi
Will

Messages:
74
 

Yes, SPAM is a topic all by itself!

-- Does Anybody suppose that the reason we have so many e-mail accounts each is that we choose the criteria (i.e., 'this is only a school account,' 'this account is used just to register for site access but will not be used at all 

 

Katherine Mount

   

02/25/2012 11:44:24 AM     Subject: Re:Wk 7: E-Mail Examples That Don't Work

Jason Palomares

Messages: 11

Spam is a daily nuisance. Luckily, my personal and work email accounts are secure with a solid spam filtering solution. I don't have to worry about sifting through tons of unwanted e-mail and losing legitimate messages. Typically, whe
Sprint phone bill. Since that time, I've been very cautious with any online advertisements, including e-mail.

 

02/25/2012 09:30:21 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 7: E-Mail Examples That Don't Work

Joseph Zielazinski

Messages: 7

I have multiple email accounts. 1 is my main email account for friends, family, and business as well as any important online services which require an email. One is a complete spam attractor that I use if I have any doubt in mind for w
/cp/onlinePreview.php?t=NjIwNXw0Njk1M3xKT0UuWklFTEFaSU5TS0lAR01BSUwuQ09NfDYzNTcwMnwxMzg0NzI2MTd8ODgwNjI0&n=Oe6mR9BYUMu-880624 I signed up for this site because the emails before were short, succint, and had 

 

02/26/2012 12:28:22 AM     Subject: Re:Wk 7: E-Mail Examples That Don't Work
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Michael Hanna

Messages: 48

Picking only one bad e-mail is a bit like deciding which
piece of litter in the sewage canal is the ugliest.  I'll go
with some real slime molds.  Yes, I'm talking about YOU,
the boneheads at pristine.com, purveyors of semi-legitimate
sounding trading information.  These clowns actually seem to
believe that spamming someone literally SIX TIMES A DAY will
make them interested in buying their stuff.  (I hope that isn't the
same philosophy espoused by the Constant Contact people.)
Guess what?  I hate you so badly that I am NEVER going to buy
anything from you, even though in principle I had some interest
in your products at one time.  Be sure to give a nice bonus to your
V.P. of Marketing - say, a free drop from a helicopter into a pool of
boiling lava. :-)

Signed,
A former prospect

Here's a small sample of their crap (the original was in HTML):

If you have trouble viewing this email, go to: http://www.pristine.com/services/WeeklyStock/

   
AboutRatesOrder FormPristine Graduate ProgramsGet ESPGet ESPFree Trial
   
Attend a FREE Workshop Click Here For More Info
   
 

   

This service is updated every Tuesday at:
http://www.pristine.com/services/WeeklyStock/
   

Chart Courtesy of Mastertrader.com

Industry: Commercial Serv-Finance Closing Price: 31.35 P/E: 13.1 Avg. Vol.: 923K

Company Profile: Lender Processing Services, Inc. offers mortgage processing and default management outsourcing services to mortgage lenders.

Chart Setup: Breakout

Trading Strategy: We'll look to buy LPS if it trades above 31.50 Place a protective stop under 30.70 Target 1: $32.95

SPW Update: MEE was an official entry and was closed at stop.

People who read this article also subscribe to:
The Pristine Swing Trader, Pristine Swing Trader Lite, Pristine Option Strategy Newsletter

     
   

March 31, 2009
Past Issues - Print Version
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Pristine Seminars
Click Here

Pristine ESPâ„¢
Click Here
     

Recommend Pristine To A Friend

Please keep in mind that all comments made by Pristine instructors and representatives are for educational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice regarding the purchase or sale of securities, options, futures o

Information for the stock observations was obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but we do not warrant its completeness or accuracy, or warrant any results from the use of the information. The author as well as other Pristine 

There is a very high degree of risk involved in any type of trading. Option and Futures trading is not suitable for all investors. Past results are not indicative of future returns. Pristine Capital Holdings, Inc., its subsidiaries and all "affiliate

Pristine Capital Holdings, Inc.
7-11 South Broadway, Suite 210
White Plains, NY 10601
1-914-682-7613
Privacy Policy

Â© Copyright 1995-2009, Pristine.com. All rights reserved.
COPYING AND OR ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF THIS DOCUMENT WITHOUT THE WRITTEN CONSENT OF PRISTINE.COM IS A VIOLATION OF THE COPYRIGHT LAW.

---

You are currently subscribed to pristine as: pobox@dslextreme.com.

To unsubscribe click here: http://lyris.pristine.com/u?id=209803.6a472f49cafe73651f3a4fd873b6df81&n=T&l=pristine&o=133120

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken)

or send a blank email to leave-133120-209803.6a472f49cafe73651f3a4fd873b6df81@lyris.pristine.com

 

02/26/2012 03:52:48 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 7: E-Mail Examples That Don't Work

Mimi Will

Messages: 119
Location: Bay Area

MW:  Thanks for this good stuff, Class -- appreciate your comments/shares.

Sorry I messed up by posting an 'AS IS' format from my 24-inch screen
e-mail instead of sizing down my browser window and making a screen shot

instead....(when I used a smaller-screen computer, I 'got it') 

Etudes doesn't size each paste-in according to someone's viewing browser,
and the posting boxes after the Wide Biggie are also spaced very wide, so
the only way to sidestep that (if you are typing in the box as I am here) is
to return after, say 60 characters (like they used to do in old-fashioned e-mail
in the 1970s when multimedia browsers weren't around).

While it doesn't 'reset' the box size, there is a better chance that the posting
gets read 'as is' without having to scroll over to the right into another county!

Your points have been updated and you can still contribute other, appropriate
examples (don't post 'garbage,' just tell us about what was 'wrong'!)
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03/04/2012 10:46:43 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 7: E-Mail Examples That Don't Work

Tzivia Gettinger

Messages: 13

The subject definitely does not make me want to open the email now like an effective subject line should. I do not really know what it is talking about so I will either let it sit unopened in my mailbox or spam it!

 

03/09/2012 09:54:44 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 7: E-Mail Examples That Don't Work

Ashley Eisele

Last edited: 03/09/2012
09:58:14 PM
Messages: 20

Ok Y'all.

Real life, real business example from my hetic life this week.

Sent by a partner organization with out proof reading or collaboration. Note automatic title ('Exciting Offer'- No it's not, the station is closing for a few nights), and 'insert your social links here' template that was not corrected. Also the d

As if we needed more proof that PROOFREADING is NOT optional when mailing to 1000 people.

Corrected email below this one.

Exciting Offer from Alameda Bicycle

     
 Inbox x 
     

Gene Oh gene@alamedabicycle.com via alamedabicycle.ccsend.com Mar 6 (3 days ago) 
to me

H
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Forward this email

 

  

 

BikeLink
800 Heinz Avenue #11
Berkeley, California 94710
US

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy.

 

03/13/2012 03:35:44 PM     Subject: Re:Wk 7: E-Mail Examples That Don't Work

Mimi Will

Messages: 119
Location: Bay Area

MW:  Thanks for the additional contributions here, Class -- all points in this thread have been updated and it is now expired (move on to Wk 10, please)
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